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Build a Bird Nest

Goal
Many birds build nests to protect their eggs, and their nests
come in many different shapes and sizes.
Can you build a nest as strong as a bird's nest?
Build your own bird nest using only materials you find outside
your home.

Materials Needed
Nest materials gathered outside your home
A bucket or plastic container to hold your nest materials
Jelly beans or small rocks that you can pretend are your bird
eggs

Step 1
Go outside around your
house and collect nest
building materials like grass,
twigs, dirt, rocks, and sand.
What kinds of materials can
you find in nature that might
help you build your nest?
Collect all your materials in a
bucket or plastic container.

Step 2
After you have gathered
enough materials, build a
nest to protect your eggs (a
few jelly beans or rocks can
substitute for eggs).
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Step 3
Test the strength of your nest
Start by gently blowing on it.
Then blow harder or point a
fan at your nest.
Try picking it up. Or shake it
a little bit.
Does your nest fall apart or
Resources
stay together?
Go to the link below to watch
live video feeds of birds and
their nests. You can watch
Step 4
Think about what you can do eagles, hummingbirds, owls,
and more. You might even get
to make your nest stronger.
to see them working on their
Hint: some birds weave
nest.
materials together like a
https://explore.org/livecams
basket, and some use
binding materials like mud to
help hold the nest together.
Rebuild your nest with a new
plan and new materials to
make it stronger.

Step 5
Test your new nest.
Is it stronger than before
What new designs helped
your nest stay together?

Expanded Learning
Some birds use human-made
materials that they find outside
to help build their nests. Build a
nest with some of these humanmade materials like bits of
plastic, string, or cloth. How
does your nest made with
natural materials compare to
the one with human-made
materials?

